There’s something about the feel of Solid-Forged Brass hardware that just can’t be duplicated with cast or stamped. It’s strong and heavy, yet smooth and comfortable.

Superior Grade 2 quality products that are both beautiful and durable...

Perfect for adding a touch of class to your home.
Bravura®

PREMIUM DOOR HARDWARE

- SC1 Keyway
- High Quality Finish
- Grade 2 ANSI Rating.
- Solid Forged Brass Designs
- Heavy Duty All Metal Construction for maximum durability
- 28% Real Lead Crystal (Unique to market)
- Concealed Screws
- Privacy knobs & levers provide panic proof exiting
- Optional 28 degree latches

All Bravura includes a Lifetime Mechanical Warranty

Bravura Solid-Forged Brass Designer Line

- 11 Handleset Styles
- 8 Deadbolt Styles
- 7 Keyed Entry Styles
- Multipoint
- Telluride - Tubular & Mortise Options
- Six Series of Knobs & Levers including: Traditional, Crystal, Rustico, Rustico Grande, Moderne, Haute Moderne
- Elite Solid Zinc Series priced for projects

Below are some examples in our series. For a complete list of styles, please see full catalog or website.